EMILY WEIL ACRYLIC ABSTRACT WORKSHOP MATERIALS LIST
Supplies— Prices based on Blick art website

Students should bring:
— 1 Ampersand brand claybord 1/8” thick, size: 10” x 10” = $6.48

Note: Please purchase claybord and not gessobord, but if student wants to buy a larger size
claybord that’s fine; just not smaller
— 3 small tubes (or any sized tube) heavy body acrylics paint. These can be any brand. Student
grade from Blick are affordable and average about $5 a tube for 4oz.
Colors: choose a triad— one tube red, one tube blue, one tube yellow. Bring a tube of white or
off-white if you like.

Color suggestions—

Red: Cadmium red deep
Blue: Ultramarine
Yellow: Cadmium yellow medium

Another triad:

Red: Cadmium deep or alizarin crimson
Blue: Cobalt or light blue permanent
Yellow: Cadmium yellow deep

Note: If student prefers using fluid acrylics that is fine. I use Golden heavy body acrylics and
also Sennelier acrylics as they come in smaller, affordable packets and have brilliant colors; they
are available at Blick: https://www.dickblick.com/products/sennelier-abstract-acrylics/ but I
suggest going to a Blick store to see the colors; they are fun. Please keep in mind Blick online
orders don’t exactly arrive in a speedy fashion.
— bring at least 5 small mixing containers such as a cottage cheese tubs (not XL size) or yogurt
containers.
— bring a medium or large brush (No small, fine brushes. Teacher will confiscate for duration of
class!). If you do not have one, I will have brushes to borrow. If you have a palette knife, bring
that too.
— bring a largish plastic container to hold water to rinse your brush.

Optional — plastic mixing palette
Emily will bring matte medium to experiment with plus several palette knives.

If student chooses, I will provide a small kit of supplies for $20. This will include:
— 3 colors of a large (approx 0.75 oz) dollop of acrylic paint. Student will choose a red, a blue
and a yellow; I will bring the tubes of paint and will have various choices.
— 10” x 10” Ampersand claybord
Students should bring a medium or large brush and 6-8 (if possible) plastic tubs for mixing
paint and water — please also bring 3 smaller containers to hold the paint itself

